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INTRODUCTION
The PxHsJeet
History
Project lOllj entitled "The Utillzstlon of Aluminum
and Aluminum Products In Farm Buildings and Kquipmont"#
was originated at the Iowa Agricultural lixperiment Sta
tion on March 1, 1947, The Initiation of the project came
as a result of a grant*ln*ald by the Aluminum Company of
America*
Purpose
The title of the project suggests the purpose of the
study. The main use of altiralnum on the farm at the time
the project was originated was its use as roofing sheet.
During: the period immediately succeeding World War II bulld«
Ing materials of all kinds were extremely scarce and alum*
inum sheeting was stocked by some lumber dealers# primarily
because of the scarcity of proven roofing materials* such
as galvanized steel*
Although aluminum sheeting first came on the market as
a substitute material^ the question naturally az^se as to
whether or not it had suitable qualities which would merit
its use even when steel became plentiful*
Proper application lo essential with any roofing
material and t^ia la especially true of a relatively new
material which has not been proven and is on trial*
Could alvminun ahsetlng be applied in the aame way aa ateel«
or were special precautiona necessary? Thla lack of know*
ledge of the proper methods of application led to the be
ginning of one part of the Investigations to determine the
suitability of aluminum for use in farm stmictures#
The proper method of application of aluminum roofing
Involved study of nailing girts and roof deck requlrenents#
and nail requirements*
Other features of alumlnxua sheets which needed study
were the effects of aluminum on the temperatures in a
building and the effects of temperature change on aluminiim
sheet roofing.
Of these needed studies> much research has been done
by Dale (5) on temperatures under roofSf by Hoblaon (?3)
and by Boyd (4) on nail performance, and by Pandya (*^2) on
the effects of temperature changes on alumlnura sheet roof—
ing. Their work will be covered in the review of litera
ture*
It seems that very little research has been carried
out on deck requirements for aluminum aheet roofing and on
side lap and end lap requirementa. Therefore# this study
was set up in an effort to find the lap requirements for
various roof slopes*
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Objectlvea of the Study
Until thla Investigation little work has been done on
aide and end lap requirements of aluminum sheets* This la
especially true as feo* as the effects of roof slope on lap
requirements are concerned* Therefore# this study was
initiated with the following objectivesJ
1» To evaluate the factors cauolnc water to move
through the side laps and end laps of cor
rugated alximinum sheets
To determine side lap requirements of cor
rugated aluminum sheets for various slopes
of Z*OOf8
3« To determine end lap requlx^eiaents of corrugated
aluminum sheets for various slopes of roofs
4* To determine the probability of leakage occurr
ing through the nail hole of the underlapped
sheet at the lapped Joints*
Justification
Iowa# with an Investment of approximately 800 million
dollars# leads all other states in farm building invest*
ment (25), To express It In another way# appx^xlmately one
out of every twelve dollars Invested In farm buildings in
the United States has been spent in Iowa*
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The purpose of a farm building is to provide protection
for livestock or to provide storage or proceoaing space for
f«m products• It might be said that a building is no
better than Its roof. A roof is generally accepted as be
ing Batlafactory If it keeps out the rainj wind# and anov
and has a long life* Proper application of a roofing
material is an Important factor in providing a roof that
will satisfy these minimum requirements of a satisfactory
roofing material.
Dale (7)# in a study of the relation of costs of
various components that go to make a roof, showed that# for
fifty-three roofs, the cost of the roofing material was
54»2 pez*cent of the total cost for the lowest cost roof
while it was 40*6 percent for the most expensive roof. It
can be seen that z*oughly 50 percent of a roof coat Is for
the materials. Proper application of the materials adds
very little. If any, to the overall cost of a roof. Also#
proper application of a sheet metal, such as aluminum# will
Insure a roof that meets the mlnimitm standards of a good
i^of.
Inspections of roofs on farm buildings in Iowa show
that leakage problems do exist on sheet metal roofs. These
problems would not be encountered if the laps were suTfl-
dent to prevent water from passing through and if all
nail holes were pzH>perly sealed.
Again, very little, if any, correlation between roof
•5-
•Xope and required laps can be found on the existing sh&et
netal roofa on Iowa farm buildings. In view of theee factsj
the study described in the following pages waa initiated
in an effort to find anawera to aorae of theae unknown
factors*
Review of Literature
History of aluminum
Aluminum# the moat abundant of all the metallic ele-»
ments found in the earth's oxnist# was at one time more
precious and rare than silver and gold*
For years the metal remained locked so tightly in the
compounds in which it occurs in nature that it resisted
all attempts at Isolation until a little more than one
hundred years ago*
In 1335# the Danish physicist and chemist# Hans
Christian Oersted# announced to the Royal Danish Academy of
Sciences that ho had obtained aluminxtm by gently beating
aluminum chloride and potassium amalgam*
Two years later# Frederick Wohler recaptured the metal
by the use of metallic potassium in place of the amalgam#
and by 1845# he had sufficient aluminum to detemine that
it waa a light# malleable metal*
The advancement in the recovery of aluminum continued
with such scientists as Henri Sainte*Claire Deville# a
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Px^nch chemist contributing greatly to the goal of pi^duc-
ing the metal cheaply*
A few years laterj two yoiong chemiata, Charles Martin
Hallf an Americanj and Paul Louis Touasaint Hez*oultf a
Prenohmani developed sifflultaneously In the two countries
the eleotrolytlc proceaa for producing alumlnxim*
The affect of tha diaoovery of Hall and Haroult on the
altnninum industry can best be told in terms of the amount
of the metal used today and at the time of their discovery*
In 1886^ the world production of aluminxim was approximately
55^500 pounds; in 1943j more than liS^O^OOO^OOO pounda were
produced in the United States alone* The United Statea
production of aluraintun is shown In Figure 1 and the world
production la shown in Figure 2 (17)*
One of the first usea of aluminum was in the produc
tion of cooking utenaila* and from its atart in the kitchen
it has spread to almost every room in the modem home*
Since the development of the electrolytic progreaa for
the production of aluminum a great variety of industrial
usea of aluminum have been brought into existence* The
uae of aluminum conductors for transmission of electricity
has been known for the last forty years. The metal has
acquired an important place in the transportation industry^
which is the largest single usar of aluminum*
During fforld War II» the expansion of the alumlnun
Industry was vary rapid* This fact is shown in Figures 1
(1)
c
3
O
a
(A
c
o
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and 2* Aluminum was one of the most Important materials
In the production of aircraft and other vehicles in which
the light weight was a major factor In determining the con
struction metal.
After the war ended* ali;mtlnum was released for a number
of peacetime products* one of which was aluminum corrugated
sheet roofingj to which this study pertains.
At the present time* aluminum la again being channeled
into war production and the production of aluminxim roofing
for farm use la very limited or non-existent, Uowever«
this gives the researchers an excellent opportunity to
solve seme of the problems connected with aluminum roofing*
so that iriien the war emergency is over* the metal will be
ready to take its place as a farm building material*
Performance of alumlnun sheets as affected by nail
fasteners
Aluminum sheets are impervious to water or water vapor*
However* when the sheets are fastened to the roof deck with
nails* the punched holes become potential leakage points*
Various devices* such as lead heads and different kinds of
washers* have been used to seal the holes on the top sheets*
However* the hole in the underlapped sheet remains a point
of potential leakage.
Even when washezm are used to seal the holes* a point
of leakage is presented when nail creep takes place. In
viftw or thla faoty It becomes advisable to use the nail
vhlch is least likely to creep*
Boyd (4« p* 119) has the following to say eonoeming
nail creep.
Due to the slight variation of withdrawal
resistance of ring shank nails with mois<-
ture changes« it appears tliat they would
bo relatively unaffected by creep* This
is also true of the aluminum combination
shank with sharp serrations*
oonceming creep, Olese and Henderson (13, p« 528)
present the following!
The tendency of nails to ''creep'* or move
outward without any apparent cause, thus
necessitating renailing, has been a
troublesome problem* ho definite oonolu*
slons have been reached regarding: the causes
of this phenomenon, but some su^:;ge8tions are
offered for its remedy. Forces exerted by
the wind and by the expansion and contract
tion of the metal due to changes in tempera*
ture .-nay have some Influence In loosening
the nail. Creeping of nalla from asphalt
roofing and from boxes, however, shows that
internal forces are probably of major Im
portance* These may be the minute changes
In dimension and character of the wood as
it absorbs or gives up moisture. Screw shank
nails probably creep less than plain shank
nails, and it appears that ring shank nails
will not creep* Kany failures have been the
result of using poor nailing girts or of
carelessness on the part of the workman in
failing to hit the girt.
They (13, p* 529) add this ccnmnent*
The authors believe that a serrated screw
shank nail will not creep, because the
serrations engage the ends of the wood
fibers displaced iriien the nail is driven*
Any loosening of the nails affects the laps in that
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whon th« flta become loo&e« leakaf^e Is more likely when
rains» accompanied by windsj occur. Therefore# the problem
includes using the nail with the greatest withdrawal re
sistance ao that the lap fit stays tight over a long period
of timsv
Robison (33j p« 198) says:
The ring shank nail gives better with-
drawal results than nails of othor shank
types* i3est performance is attained with
30 rings per inch.
From his studies# Boyd (4j p« 113) arrived at the fol
lowing conclusion:
Ring shank nails are significantly superior
to all plain and barb shank nails* Little
variation In withdrawal resistance can be
associated with changes In moisture oontent^
but the tendency is for the greatest with-
drawal resistance to occur at the lower
moisture contents. The raonel ring shank
nail exhibits superior performance, but la
rather expensive. Clean cut rings provide
the greatest withdrawal resistance.
It is the writer's opinion that any of the commonly
used roofing nails would suffice as far as the testa of
this study aire concerned. The tests will be jrun with close-
fitting laps and the results will not be applicable to
poor-fitting laps. Since ring shank nails seem to offer
more chances for long lasting good fits# these nails will
be used for nailing on the test sheets.
This opinion la In agreement with Glese and Henderson
(13« p. 529) irtio aay the following t
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All nails are probably satisfactory when
first driven. The chief advantage of
the processed nails lies In their ability
to retain or Improve their withdrawal
resistance under changes In che moisture
content of the wood.
Slant driving of nalla> while perhaps increasing their
holding powerj probably adds to the loakage problem*
Roblaon p* 7) agrees with this fact. He said the
followingI
When slant driving Is used with roofing,
eapeclally corinigated metal# the chances
of damage to the roofing ai»e very high
• • • * Trouble is usually encoxuitered
In starting the nail as well as In seal*
Ing the hole. Considering these dls-
advantag-ea. It would aeem that. In spite
of Increased withdrawal resistance, slant
driving is unsatisfactory In the applica
tion of roofing.
The importance of the nail head should not be over
looked In a leakage study. One of the main functions of a
nail head or washer Is to seal the nail hole. Maze (16)
expresses concern over the faet that lead-encased heads
become loose due to hainmer blows and do not seal the hole
effectively. I>enl8ton (9) recommends the washer type of
lead head In which the load does not take the hajtyner blows.
Glese and Henderson (15, p. 568} conclude from a
study of lead head typesi
1. Kails with lead washers are to be
preferz*ed to those with lead caps#
because they do not loosen during
driving but do provide effective
use of the lead as a seal.
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2« Rotation of Bcrev shank nails diiring
withdrawal can probably b« prevented
by the use of a head or seal which
malntalna extended contact with the
corrugation.
Several types of washers have been developed using
Impregnated tapes and various resilient conpounda* One
such wasier^ known as neoprene^ is described in Sheet Metal
Worker (20) as being the greatest slnf^le recent boost to
aluminum roofing*
The foregoing conclusions indicate that the seal is
very important in giving a satisfactory z*oof»
Effects of temperature chancres on sheet aluroinum
Wrought alimlnm alloys have an average coefficient
of thermal expansion of 0,00001?5, varyinjr from 0,0000114
to 0.0000128 Inches per degree Fahrenheit. (1, p, 12),
This coefficient is about two times that for steel.
Aluminum sheets are put on a roof deck and fastened
with nails at some temperature. The roofing sheet tries
to expand In summer and to contract In winter. There la
the possibility that this e<»itracting and expanding might
cause elongation of nail holes and permit leakage at these
points, Also« buckling of the sheets due to restrained
eji^ansion could cause poor fitting side laps which would
allow leakage during rain storms,
Pandya (22) made a study of the effects of temperature
change on aluminum sheets. His tests were made by nailing
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aluznlnim ahseta on wooden frames at 34* F« and than heating
the panels to a tenperature of 1^* P. From his studies
Pandya (S2« p, 67) ooncludeds
X. If the aluminum corrugated sheets
are properly applied to a sound
roof deck, sheets will not tear
around the nail holes if the temper-
ature differential Is within 100*
The bearing stresses developed In the
sheet around the nails are not large
enough to enlarge the nail holes to
cause leaks In roofs.
There will not be appreciable buckling
so as to be undesirable from stand
point of structural stability If the
sheets are properly applied.
These studies should be repeated# except the sheets
should be applied in the hot ro<»n and then cooled through
the 100* P» differential. No buckling would occur because
the metal would contract rather than expand* and the pos
sibility of nail hole elongation would be greater.
I«*ps for aluminum corrugafd sheet roofing:
Very little raaearch has been done to determine the
needed aide and end laps for aluminum roofing. Dale (6,
p. 159) makes the following recommendations for corrugated
sheets.
1. Mlnlnmm slope for the roofing Is 4*'
per foot, 6" or more per foot is
better.
End lap should be 8" for flmy slope less
than 6 per foot and 6** for any slope
6** or more per foot.
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3, Side lap should be S-l/9 corrugations
for slopes less than 6" per foot;
l-l/S corinigations for slopes 6^* per
foot up to 13" per foot; 2-1/2 cor
rugations for slopes greater than 12**
per foot.
A good lop at the sides and ends is necessary in order
to get a tightf leak-proof roof* Dale and Giese (8) say
that side laps should be at least l-l/S corrugations on
the l-l/4-lnch roofing* With 9-l/2-lnch corrugated
material^ they say overlap one cormigation for roofing but
overlap 2 corru^'atlons on siding# They add that contrary
to general belief^ the steeper the roof slope the more
Xike;^ one is to get sidelap leakage*
-15-
INVE3TIGATI0N
Genez*&l
This study consists of a field trip through north
western Iowa, theoretical analysis of the various factors
considered by the writer to affect the movement of water
through the laps of metal sheets# and experimental studies
involving capillarity and lap requirements. These factors
will be diacuBsed separately as they appear under their
subheadings*
Field Observations
During the second week in September# 1950# a field
trip was taken thi*ough northwestern Iowa to observe how the
farmers were applying sheet metal to their buildings and to
ascertain aa nearly as possible if they were experiencing
any leakage problems# and if so# to see what was causing
the leakage* Buildings covered with aluminum were given
special attention# but# since similar problems probably
exist on aluzninum and steel# sheet steel roofs were examined
also* It was alao desirable to find if the farmers were
receiving any instructions such aa the px^per end and aide
laps which should be allowed for various roof slopes# and
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If the lnatx*uotlons> If anyj wore being followed#
Figure 3 shows tha general area covered on the trip
and Table I gives the exaet looatlona of the fame on which
buildlne:s were examined. In the following dlecxiaalon of
some of the buildings which were Inspected the buildings
will be designated by farm number and building nunber#
Table I should be consulted for the locations of the fame.
The characteristics of each roof are given in the Appendix#
The discussion of the various buildings is presented
to show both the conditions found In the field and the
opinions of farmers as to why they like or dislike aluninum
sheet roofing.
Building 1, Farm 1
This building, a com crib, was covered with l.Se"
oorrug"ated galvaniaed steel# The steel was applied over
old wood shingles on a roof with a slope of 4** per foot or
run# Plain shank 0 penny nails were used for fastening
the metal on the roof# Whether or not leakaf;e had occurred
on this roof was not ascertained# However, poor side and
end lap fits because of excessive nail creep could easily
have caused leakage# The end lap was only about while
the side lap^ which opened toward the east, was l-l/S cor
rugations# It is very doubtful If 3"* of end lap la
sufficient on a slope such as is used here#
Carroll
Scranton
Ogden
Boone
>Ames
Fig. 3^ General
\0V4Q
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Remsen
1Cherokee
Storm Loke
loux Ropids
Cornel
Lake View
Fonda
»Mallard
Pocahontas
»Munson
Harcourt
Fort Dodge
area covered in field study in northwest
-IS.
Table I
Locations of baims In Iowa on which Roofs
Were Examined
Farm no# County Township Section
1 Carroll Maple Hiver 11
2 Carroll Maple River 3
5 Carroll Maple River 3
4 Sac Viola 12
5 Sac Clinton 24
6 3ao Clinton 4
7 Sac Bover Valley 15
8 Buena Vista Washington 6
9 Cherokee Sheridan 27
10 Cherokee Aaherst 36
11 Buena Vista Coon 34
12 Pocohontas Dover 36
13 Palo Alto Booth 17
14 Clay Peterson 13
15 Clay Peterson 13
16 Buena Vista Kewell 7
17 Buena Vista Kewell 26
Bulldlnf^ i* 2.
The general purpose bam shown in Figure 4 was covered
with 2,66" corrugated steel which waa still in fairly good
condition after 45 years of use. The slope of the roof
was e** rise per foot of run which might possibly give a
velocity of runoff fast enough to warrant only 5 inches of
end lap and 1 corrugation of side lap used*
The main axis of the bam was east and west. The
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farmer Indicated that leakage was exoeaalve when a rain
waa accompanied by a southeast wind* As shown In Pig* 6*
some of the sheets had boon applied Incorrectly by placing
the overlap with the last curve of the corrugation up
rather than down*
The sheets wore nailed appi^xlmately every S feet
with from 5 to 7 3** plain shank nails with corsnon flat
heads* Some creep was evident causing the sheets to be
loose* However^ the fajnaer believed that his major leaks
were through the Incorrectly applied sheets causing the
poor side lap fits*
On this and two other bams of similar age and con
struction some leakage was believed to be through nail
holes where the nails had creeped« causing the holes not
to be sealed* Fig. 4 shows some of the nail creep and
some damage because of machines striking the metal sheets*
iiulldlnK Farm ^
The Inspection in this case waa of an alumlnun-covered
machine shed which was attached to a com crib* The slope
of the roof was only 4" per foot of rxin# but no leakage had
occxirred# so the farmer said* Approximately 2 feet of end
lap and 1-1/2 corrugations of side lap were used on this
shed* The excessive end lap was used only because shorter
sheets were not available and it was not considered ad
visable to cut the sheets* The sheets wez*e of Iv^C**
-20'
Pig* 4« Nail creep permit
ting sheets to become loose
fi.i/
Pig» 5» Roofing Improperly
applied
Plg« 6» General purpose barn covered with
corrugated aluminum sheets
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corrugation aisa. The sheets were well applied to 1-1/2**
nailing girta spaced 18" on center. Five screw shank lead
head nails were used at each 18**••on—center nailing girt.
This caused the sheets to be held flrraly and gave a good
tight fit at all joints. All nails which caine through the
girts were clinched. Generally speaking, the farmer was
pleased with the aluainuaj but ho did think that the sheets
should be made stronger*
Building 1# Farm t
This implement storage building was a frame structure
covered on sides and roof with 1»S6'' coi?rugated aluminum
sheets •019'* thick. On the roof the sheets wore well
applied with one sheet reaching over the roof so that no
end laps were required. One and a half corrugations of
side lap were used* The side sheets were nailed to
headezNi placed between the studs* These headers wei^ 4*
on center and were placed edgewise suoh that the nails
were driven Into the edges of the material*
The owner was not at home and could not be questioned
about the building. However# the structure appeared to be
In good condition except for damage at one door where
apparently a machine had struck the side of the door frame
causing some of the aluminum to strip over the nail heads*
<•
Building 1$ Farm 10
This general purpose bam was a frarae structure covered
on the roof and sides with 1.^6** corrugated aluminum 0*019'*
thick* In generalj the large number of buildings on tliis
farm seemed to be in excellent repair^ and the first im
pression obtained was that the aluminum-covered bam was a
soundly constructed building* This fact is brought out by
Pig* 6« However# on talking with the owner* it was learned
that the building was not entirely satisfactory in that
leaicage was excessive when it raina* Since the building
was only about one year old# the farmer was certainly dis-
•atisfiod because of the leakage. However# he recognized
the insulation qualities of the aluminum and he appreciated
the fact that the building was usually fairly cool*
The bam was 60 feet by 30 feet in size and had a roof
slope of only 9-1/2" per foot of jrun. The gable roof was
as shown in Pig* 6* The rafters were of 2" material placed
flat as shoim in Pig* 8« These rafters consisted of a
board followed by two S^xS" boards with 4-1/2'' clear
•pace between* Thla series was repeated for the length of
the building. The farmer said that he used this method of
construction so that he could nail into a 2-lnch board
without having to use regular nailing strips as normally
used*
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A close Inspection of the bam revealed the following
things which could have contributed to thla farmer's leak
age problems*
1, The rafters > supported at 8* spans j had warped
caualng the roof to sag* Thla sag would not
have been so severe had the rafters been placed
on edge rather than flat.
The average end lap was only about 5" and
some end laps were measured to be only
This lap Is less than the mlnlmuin recommended
by Dale on page 159 of his 1948-49 Progress
Reports to be used only on slopes of 4^ or
more per foot of run.
3« The side lap varied from 1 to 13 corrugations*
In sCTte places It was easy to see light be-»
tween the sheets, indicating vorj poor side leps*
4* Sumerous holes were found where the nails had
missed the nailing strips, leaving a hole when
the nail was removed,
5« In almost all cases, the nails were driven ap
proximately 3/4 of the way up the corrugations.
ScHote nail creep was evident iftiloh left the
holes unsealed after the nail creep had occurred*
This presented a possible point of leakage since
the nail holes were only 3/4 of the distance
the corrugation. The velocity of runoff la
slower on this pitch of roof than on a
steeper roof^ causing the water to pond
and become deeper In the corrugations
and ultimately causing leaks because of
the many faults cited on the building.
6* Water stains can be seen on the rafters and
pistes shown In Plg» 7#
?• The owner stated that the leakage did not
occur Immediately with the first few rains
but began after several rains had occurred.
Although the exact reasons for this are not
known^ it is believed that the sheets were
probably held down very tightly at first and
that the leakage due to Improper side and end
lap was not prevalent at first. As nail
creep occurredj It is likely that the fits
were not as well and the nail holes were no
longer sealed. The sagging of the roof could
also have contributed to the later leakage by
causing the sheets to buckle.
By using proper construction methods# all of the pre
ceding faultsf other than nail creep# could have been
prevented.
Building 2, Farm 11
This building waa of the circular type with laminated
Fig. 7. Water marks on
rafters and purlins
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Pig# 9m Points of leakage
caused by nails missing
nailing girts
Fig, 8. Rafters placed flat
Pig, 10. A poor roof frame
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raftors* Ono aide of the building, uaed for Implement
•torftgof was covered with corJTugated alumlniaa and
the other aide was covered with corrugated galvan
ised steel. The tenant on this farm indicated that he was
well satisfied with the building and that no leakage had
occurred# The appearance showed that the material had
been well applied with screw shank^ along with a few plain
shank, nails. The sheets were given S corrugations of
side lap and 0 inches of end lap.
Build ing 1^, Fam 13
This building, also an Implement storage construction,
was covered on the roof and the sides with 0*019** aliimlnum
of 1.26*' corrugation typo of sheets* The roof slope was
3-1/3" per foot of run, and this building was another ex
ample of extremely poor construction* The first thing
noticed was that only 2 Inches of end lap were allowed*
Generally, the side lap was 1-1/2 corrugations. The big
trouble on this building B('eined to be that the aluminum
sheets were applied on an inadequate frame. The studs and
rafters were placed 2 feet on center so that the edges of
the aluminxxm sheets could be nailed to them* The nailing
strips consisted of l**x4** and 2"x4'' headers as shown in
Pig. 10* These strips were approximately 3 feet on center*
In Pig.10, the light colored area above the upper left
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header is light coming through a very poor end lap# Pig#
9 shows a damaged place In an almlnum sheet and. placea
where nails had missed the narrow nailing strips*
The farmer on this place said that leakage was aevew
on the building# liuraeroua holes were visible In the aheets
where nails had missed the narrow nailing strips and much
buckling of the sheets, caused by a warped roof deck, was
noticeable. Some of the sheets were loose due to nail
creep. Ring shank lead head nails were used In this case.
Also* there waa no ridge roll on the top of the gable roof«
Obvloualy# this farmer was not aatlafled with the
Implement storage shed. He thought that the aluminum
sheets ware too weak and too expensive» and he complained
that he could not nail the sheets down as tightly as he
would like to because the corrugations caved In before the
nail was driven far enough down. It was his Idea thiat a
4" strip at either end of the sheet should be left flat so
that tight nailing could be accomplished. Of course# the
same effect could be obtained by nailing In the valleys.
Eowevert valley nailing will present more leakage hasards
If the nails creep and leave the holes unsealed.
Building 3^, Farm 15
This building waa an Implement storage structure with
a gambrel roof* The roof slopes were 5" and 8" per foot
of run. The farmer# the owner of the place# was well
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•atlBfied with the building. Ho reported that his only
leake were at the break In the roof slope and that these
leaks occurred only when the rain was aocompanled by a
strong wind. The sheets on the upper roof extended about
9 Inches over those of the lower roof and no other pre
cautions were taken to prevent leaka^^e at this point. One
and a half corruf-^atlons of side lap were used here#
Bulldlnp; 1^, Farm 15
This building waa a general pujrpose bam 56 feet by
64 feet with a gable type of roof. More than one-half of
the north alualnura roof had blown off during the May 5»
1950 wind storm* The slope of the roof was 10" rise per
foot of run# The sheets had l.ae* corrugations and were
thick. They had been nailed on with smooth shank
aluminum nails before the storm* Howevorj iingalvanized
ring shank lead head nails were used to replace the roof.
In all cases« the nails had pulled out of the sheathing—
the alumlniua was put on over old wood shingles—and none
of the nail heads had been imlled through the sheets. The
trouble waa due to the poor holding power of the smooth
shank nails or to an Improper base for holding the nails.
Evidently the nails were not held very securely in the
sheathing because a large number of nails wore found near
the bam where they had fallen when the sheets blew off
and these nails were in very good condition. Very few of
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the h«Bds were deformod and no bent nails were fotrnd. These
factors Indicate that the nails were pulled out fairly
easily.
The farmer on this place had applied the alumin\im hin*
self and ho said that the nails Just didn't feel like th^
were "sticking'* when he drove them. He was of the firm
opinion that the ring shank nails used in roroofing would
hold. However* these ungalvanized nails will probably
mat.
On the roof where the sheets had not blown jff> con
siderable nail creep was noticed. The farmer thoiight that
frosty OF fx^eaing and thawing^ caused the nails to creep.
Ko leakage was reported« even though the end lap was
only 4 inches. The side lap was 1-1/3 coi*z*ugation8«
The farmer thought that aluinlnum should be used only
on steep slopes so that the snow would slide off whsn it
begins to thaw. If the snow begins to thaw and does not
slide offj a head of water will be built up causing leakage
through the laps. However, it is believed that this woiad
be Just as true on any roof.
Kven though this particular farmer had had trouble
with his rooff he was still well plessed with the aluminum
since he thotight that the sheets would have stayed on had
they been properly nailed. It is his opinion that the
Ping shank nails will hold the aluminum on satisfactorily.
It was noted that at least twice as many nails were uaed
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In putting the aheot« back on as had been used initially.
Building 1# Farm 16 and Building 1# Farm 17
Theae two implement buildinga had oireular-ahaped
laminated raftera covered with 1.96^ corrugated aluminum*
No leakage px*oblems were present on these farma other than
snow blowing under the ridge roll of the building on faa?m
17. The farmer had trouble in applying the ridf^e roll aa
he could not get the ridge roll to match with the cori^ga-
tiona on both sides of the roof* To alleviate this trouble^
Dale has reocmimended that the ridge x^ll be applied after
one aide of the roof has been coveredj and then the sheets
on the aeccmd roof slope can be applied to line up with
the ridge roll, Good construction procedure waa carried
out in both of these buildings*
Dairy bam in southeast Story Cotinty
On September 1950* a trip waa made to a farm in
southeast Story Cotanty where a new dairy bam had just been
convicted* The barn> as shoim in Fig, 11* waa built at a
oost of approximately $8,000. The cost is given in thia
case to enq^haaiae the magnitude of aome farm building in<«
vestments. Structural weakneases# other than those eon«*
tributing to a poor roof# were numerous. The roofing
material waa l-l/i** corrugated aluminum sheets which were
0.019" thick. The sheets were nailed on with 1-3/4" screw
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Plg# 11• Dairy bam covered with corrugated aluminum sheets
Pig. 12» Sunlight showing through poor side lap
Pig. 13.
\
\
V A
•V
\
- • • .v^ '
Outside view showing nailing pattern and laps
on the dairy bam
•hank aluminum roofing. Jleoprone washers were used under
the nail heads. The side lap was 1-1/3 corrugations and
the end lap was approximately 5 Inches* Poor side lap
fits can be seen In Fig* 13,
Pig. 13 is a close-up view of the outside of the roof
showing the nailing pattern used, StHne poor side lap fits
are shown here also. All of tha aide laps opened to the
east and the owner of the bexm reported that he has leakage
when rains are accoinpanied by southeast or northeast winds.
General discussion of buildings
As shown in Table XIj no set pattern has been followed
in applying the sheets. Side laps vairy from 1 to ^ cor
rugations and end laps vary from 2 to 24 inches. Only in
one case did a farmer say that he had received any in
structions concerning the end or side lap which he should
allow on his roof for a given slope. The farmer# in this
case# did not follow the recommendations because he had
miscalculated the lengths of sheets needed and did not bother
with exchanging tham. Only 5 Inches of end lap were used
on the general purpose bax*n on farm 10 and the slope was
just S-l/S** per foot of run.
As a whole« the farmers were not too well satisfied
with alumintna. However, those farmers who had used good
construction methods were generally better satisfied# which
indicates that aome higher degree of satisfaction could
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Tftble II
I«apB and Slopes of Sheet Metal Roofs
Examined in Iowa
Farm Bldg. Roof elope Material size End lap Side lap
no» no.
in/ft
of corrugation corruga
inchea tions
1 1 8 1.26" gal steel 3 1-1/3
2 1 6 2.66" gal steel 5 1
2 2 8 2,66" gal steel 5 1
2 3 4 1.26" alixminum 24 1-1/2
3 1 9 1.26" gal steel 6 2
4 1 4 1.26" gal steel 14 1-1/3
5 1 6 1.26" aluminum 1-1/2
6 1 6 1,26" aluminum 8 4
6 1 6 1.26" gal steel 4 4
1-1/27 o 2 1.26" aluminum
3 1 4 3V cal steel 1
9 1 9-1/2 1.26" aluminum 5 1
10 2 Gothic 1.26" aluminum 8 2
10 2 Gothic 1,26" gal steel 8 1-1/9
11 1 3-1/2 1.26" alumintm 2 2
13 1 8 1.26" aluminiun «2 1-1/2
14 3 10 1.26" gal steel 6 1
15 1 10 1.26" aluminum 4 1-1/2
16 1 Gothic 1.26" alxirainum 6 1-1/2
17 1 Gothic 1.26" aluminum 6 1-1/2
Gambrel roof
have bean attained If the users of aluminum were Instructed
aa to where end how the material should be used. It Is
believed that O^OIQ** sheets definitely should have a very
good frame to apply them to and that the fanners should b#
given the limitations in irtiich thia thin material may b«
Tiaed aatisfaotorily*
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Conclualons
1, Sxceaslvely poor COTstruotlon prooedxu^a on tha
buildings inspected undoubtedly contributed to the leakage
problems*
2m Proper fipplicatlon of the roofing naterlala would
have prevented or reduced the leakage on these roofs,
3* No correlation was foxind between roof slopes and
side laps*
4* No correlation was found between roof slopes and
end laps*
5* One and one-half corrugations of slda lap on
l-l/4-lnoh corrugated aluminum appeared to be Inadequate
on the majority of the roofs Inspected*
6* In general^ the farmers Interviewed had not been
given any recommendations as to how to apply aluminum.
In most casesf they used the minimum lap which they guessed
would be sufficient* The slight saving in materials prob
ably addad nueh to the unaatlafactory servloa which they
were reoelvlng from their buildings*
7* Mall creepy causing the nail holes to be unsealed
and thereby presenting points of leakage# was very notice
able on a number of roofa* Creep was less evident where
ring shank or screw shank nails had been used.
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Prellmlnary Toata
Aa waa pointed out In the dlaoiiaaion of the field
trip through northweatem Io«e« leakage problems axiat
on many of OTir farm bulldinga. In view of thia fact. It
was thought advlaable to run a few preliminary teata In
an effort to obtain some idea of the fectora which con-*
tribute to the leakage on corrugated aluminum roofint^.
Some farmera thou^iht that aluminum roofing presented more
leakage problems than did galvanised steel. If this were
true« it seemed logical to assume that a property of the
aluminum material must contribute to the problem* Thia
aaaiusption would probably be true if comparable laps could
be obtained for both galvanized steel and aluminum roofingj
and at this point in th4 atudy^ thia aaaumptlon aeema to be
in order# Capillarity might poaaibly be the factor which
causes aluminum to give more leakage problems than doea
galvanized steel. The following testa v;ere rttn to observe
how water waa carried through the lapped joints#
The roof section used for both of these preliminary
teata and for other teata which follow is shown In Fig# 14«
This apparatus waa built in 1948 by Dale (7) for his pro**
poaad aide and and lap testa# The roof aeotl<m la approx*
Imately 8#5 faet long and 6.5 feet wide# The roof fMme
la mounted with two bolts at the lower end so that it can
be pivoted to give any deaired roof slope from horizontal
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to vertical# When the »®ctlon waa taken out of storage#
it was covered with corrugated alxmlnum aheeta which
were 0.019*' thick. The end lap of ttws aheeta varied from
4 Inches to 8 inches and the aide lap was l-l/S corruga
tions. The condition of the roof section waa probably
better than could be found on the avera^'® farm building.
However# a littlo nail creep was evident. Where nail creep
waa preaentj the nail holes had become uiisealed. The con
dition of the roof waa not altered for the following teats.
The flrat teat waa one of aimply apraylng water csi
the roof with a hoae and noszle. Aa might be expeeted«
leakage occurred at the nail holea where creep had taken
place. Kail creep ia evident on many of the roofa in
spected by this writer, end this source of leakage probably
can be stopped only by devising a means of keeping the
holes sealed. Previous studies liave been made along these
linea by other researehera# and it ia not the purpose of
this study to carry further ^e problem of nail ci*eep.
However, It ia aeen that an unaealing of a nail hole pr««
aents definite probabilitiea of leakogw.
The roof waa set at a slope of S** per foot of run*
and water was run down corrugation number 1, shown in
Fig. 15i at a rate just fast enough to maintain a water
depth of from l/'i? to of the total depth of the valley.
The valleya of these aheeta are 5/8" deep.
The alope of the roof waa kept low# aa atated above*
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Fig. 14* Variable-pitch roof section.
3/e"R neopreme washer
Screw shank nai
2x4 nailing girt
Fig. 15* Cross section of corrugoted oluminum sheet
-Falling raindrop
Forces 6
B Sloped roof Assumed water level
Fig. 16, Forces caused by falling raindrops.
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•o that wftter would maintain a fairly unlfoxna dapth all of
the way dom the rootm A ateep slope will Increase the
velocity of run-^ff to such an extent that the depth will
be much lower near the bottom of the roof* Since the
purpose here was to see if water would be carried over the
conmpatlons# it was dealrable to keep the depth fairly
uniform all of the way down the corinigation.
When water was i^n down corsrugation 1 of Pig. 15 at
the depth shown above« leakage occurred at two places on
the roof* The leaks were Intense enough to cause dripping
at a fairly high rate* An inspection revealed that the
water was not coming over the lap at point Bj but was eora*
Ing through two nail holes such as at point A* Since the
water definitely was not going into the holes on the top
sheets because the water was not that deep^ it can be aaaioned
that the water was carrying up between the sheets and enter
ing the holes In the bottom sheet* Also# some water came
from between the sheets at point C* Since no water was put
in this corrugation* it must have gone over the corrugation
at A and into the adjacent valley*
Nextf the slope of the roof was changed and the amount
of water runnlnf^ down valley 1 was held the same as used
previously* With this greater slope, 4** per foot of run>
and the same amount of water as before# the leakage ceased*
The velocity of the water had Increased to a point where
the depth was considerably less than that previously described.
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Tha foree which had been forcing tho water over the corrusa-
tion WAS not strong enough# evidently# to raise the water
over this greater height.
The amount of water was then increased to a volume which
again gave a depth equivalent to that used on the lesser
slope. The leakage again occurred aa described for the l/S
pitch.
Those preliminary tests indicated that eome force,
possibly capillary attraction, causes water to carry over
the corznigations of aluminum roofing. If such a force ex
isted, it was feasible that capillarity could be a critical
factor In the study of side and end lap requirements and of
the leakage problem In general. A theoretical analysis of
capillary phenomenon and experimental tests were performed
to eld In answering the question of whether or not capil
larity causes leakage on corruf^ated aluminxun roofing.
Theoretical Analysis of Capillary Action
In order to make an analytical study of possible leak
age because of capillary action, it is necessary to tie in
molecular action and surface tension with the attraction of
liquids by solids*
Action between molecules
There is evidence to show that as two molecules
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approach each other« a soparatlon 13 reaohod whore their
combined potential energy Is a mlnlaim. In this condltlcmt
work la needed to move them either nearer together or
further apart, because of forces which are probably elec
trical* Vifhen the molocules are very close together, these
forces produce a tremendous repulsive effect, keeping- the
centers of the molecules at slight distances from each
other. When the molecules are further apart, the force
becomes one of attraction; such forces are known to be very
great (14),
The attraction between molecules of the same aubstanoe
is called "cohosion'*, and the attraction between ^aoleculea
of unliko substances Is called "adhesion**. These two forces
are very important in a study of capillarity, as will bo
shown. The t>ieory of molecular attraction explains the be
havior of a liquid surface, which necessarily becomes a
critical factor in the study of side and end lap leakage.
In Pig, 17, line XY represents a free liquid surface,
and A, B, and C represent molecules of the liquid. The
molecule A, which Is well within the body of the liquid,
will be attracted equally on the average in all directions
by other molecules, and will be as likely to move In one
direction as another. The molecule B, which is near the
surface, will experience a downward force since there are
more molecules in the lower half of its sphere of action
than in the upper half. Similarly, the molecule C will
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bs actad upon by a conaldarable downward forca# Honoa# a
molecule which in Its motion tends to riae above the aur*
face ia pulled downward* The surface acta like a atretched
membranet tending to shorten itself as much as poasiblei
and aasxjmea at each point a direction at right angles to
trie resultant forces acting on the surface molecules•
There la experimental evidence to show that the
molecules of a body are in a state of eternal motion^ tJiis
motion being entirely erratic and Irregular^ and depending
only upon the temperatux*e of the substance.
The attz^action between molecules Is responsible for a
nximber of effects which are usually referired to as surface
phenomena« since they occur at the surfaces of liquids.
Contact of liquid and solid
The surface of a liquid where it meets the side of a
vessel seldom remains level. An exception to this Is vrtien
water meets silver as in Fig* 20« In most cases# the edges
of a free water surface curve up as shown in Fig, 13.
Ueroury falla more like Pig, 19, The angle of contact da-
penda upon the relation between the molecular forces in
the liquidj which determine Its surface tension^ and the
adhesive forces of liquid to solid. This relation may be
seen by an analysis of the figures. Consider a molecule
at the point of contact 0, The resultant force on a
(• »A
'o"—
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c
Fig. 17, Surface tension of water.
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Figs. 18-21. Angles of contact at edge of liquid
surface.
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partlole at the aurfao® of any liquid is perpendicular to
that surface« since the shear molulus of a liquid ia zero
(18).
The force of adhesion A exerted by the wall la per
pendicular to the wall surface; the fojrce of cohesion C$
which la due to the surrounding molecules of llqiiidj acts
on the molecule at point 0 in a direction which bisects
the angle* As previously atatedj the resultant Is at
right angles to the liquid surface* The shape shown in
Pig* 18 is charaeteristic of those cases where the liquid
wets the solld^ the adhesion between the liquid and solid
being greater than the cohesion of the liquid* Here, any
liquid molecules near the wall wliich happen to rise above
the free liquid surface are pulled toward the wall by the
force of adhesion, causing the liquid to pile up along the
edge, When the liquid does not wet the wall, as in the
case of mercury and glass, the adhesion is less than the
cohesion, and the liquid surface curves downward as in
Pig* 19» The angle of contact at the edge of the liquid
aurfaoe varies with the substances used, being 0* between
water and glass, 90* between water and silver, and 153*
between mercury and glass, when pure liquids and clean
surfaces are used* A simple teat of holding: two small
sheets of aluminum toj^ether and pushing them vertically
into a pan of water indicates tliat water cuirves up on
aluminum and that the angle of contact lies aome#iere
between those of water end glass and water and silver^ or
between 0 and 90 degrees* The relationship between the
cohesion of water and the adhesion of aXuznlnum and water
becomes an Important factor In atudylng the possibility
of leakage on alioralnum roofs due to capillary action#
Capillarity
The rise of liquids In flne-boro tubes is a result
of surface tension and is called oapillarlty* When a
tube of small radius r is dipped into a liquid whieh wets
It# a concave mlnisous is formed* and the adhesion of the
glass* being equal and opposite to the surface tention T
of the liquid* has a vertical component T cos 6 which
pulls directly upwaz*d on the liquid. As a result* the
liquid rises In tho tube as shown In f'^lg# 91. Its eleva
tion h will be such that tho total upward force* which is
T cos 9 X 3rrr* Just balances tho weight of tho column of
liquid* which is fTr^hd* T being the surface tension of the
liquid per unit length of contact* d being the density of
the liquids Equating these forces and solving* the height
of the coluBin is found to be
. 2T cos 0
h *• • • .
rd
This analysis* with some modification* can be applied
equally as well for water rising between aluminum sheets
because of capillary action* 'fhe difficulties arising here
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are that the angle 6 la very difficult to measure and that,
for given lengths of sheets# the downward force due to the
weight of water will increase as the space between the
sheets decreases* This indicates that leakage because of
capillary action is more likely on roofs with tight-fitting
Joints* The foraula shown above can be modified to cower
this situation, Kor any length of sheetsi T cos 0 x 31 a
the upward force, and 1 n d h » the downward force, where 1
is the length of the sheets, n is dlatance between the
sheets, ^ is the density of the water, and h is the height
the water rises between the sheets, Equating these forces
and solving the height of water column is found to be
0T COS 0
h » ——
nd
The surface tension of pure water is 75 dynes/cm
(14* p« 198), which was S«14 x 10*^ lbs/ft when the units
were changed.
To figure theoretically how high water will rise
tween two aluminum sheets, two assumptions must be made*
The angle of contact Q Is not known, but will be esti
mated to be 30*, since it is 0* for glass and it Is not
believed that aluminum will wet aa readily as glass. On
the other hand, aluminum is wetted fairly easily, so 50*
will bo assumed. The othsr unknown is the space n between
the sheets. However, the space between two sheets on a
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flido lap on the experimental roof^ described In previous
reportsj was measured at a point where the fit was good
and w&s found to be 0.092 ineh* This measurement was made
by slipping papers between the aluminum sheets and than
measuring tho thickness of the sheets with a micrometer*
Calculations for rise of water between alunlnum sheets
Usln^ the formula shown ebove^ the calculationsi based
on one foot of lap length, for the water column height
follows t
2 T Cos d
h 2
nd
S (5.14 X10-3 IMjCos 30*
h = £5 = 0.923 In.
(.098 In.)(IS ili)(5.61 x lO'^ i^)
ft in3
With the assumptions used here, it is seen that capil
lary action alone would raise water a little less than 2/3
the depth of a S/S^ corrugation, which would become crit
ical if ttie valley were flowing at a depth of 0.152 Inches.
Also, If the adhesion between aliiminxun and water approaches
that between glass and water giving a contact angle near 0
degrees, and if the space between the sheets should be half
that used above, or 0,0046 inch, the following height h
would be theoretically possible:
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2T Cos d
nd
^ (2) (6.14 X 10-3){Cob 0) ^ ,
h » I I « 0*516 in«
(.0046)(S*61 X 10-^)
It is 8«sn from these oaleulstions that these extreme
conditions do not have to exist to give a head of water
which might be critical in causing leakage with aluminvun
sheets which have corrugations only 3/8 inch deep* I'hese
calculations show further that capillarity could bo critical
at any time the valleys are flowing about l/S full or
deeper. Also^ the closeness of the lap fits is a factor
in how high the water will rise due to capillary action.
Water is more likely to rise to a critical height irtiere
the sheets fit closely. The close fit will ordinarily be
at the point of nailing* which is also the point at which
leakage is likely to occur. These factors led to the ex
perimental studies which follow.
Experimental Study of Capillarity
An accurate measurement of the rise of a liquid be
tween two opaque siieets of material# such assluminua# is
very diffloult to obtain. In fact# the rise of water in
a capillary tube Is quite variable under near exact condi
tions. Even a speck of dirt or other foreign material
can cause a variation in capillary rise. However, for this
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study It Is not nocessaiv to determine with a high degi*ee
of aocurecy the height to which capillarity will cause
water to rise between aliunlnum sheets. The scale of the
magnitude Is the iaiportant thing In this case.
As mentioned previously* the rise between aluminxia
sheets is difficult to measure because the sheets are
opaque. The method used to determine the rise was to
measure the rise of water between two glass sheets* *iere
the water could be seen* to then measure the rise between
one glass sheet and one aluminum sheet* and to then predict
what the rise would be between two aluminum sheets.
Factors affecting capillary rise
To determine whether the method suggested above is
sound and reasonably accurate* it is necessary to consider
those things which cause capillary rise and how this rise
is calculated. The theox*y involved and the mathematical,
formula for calculating the rise were discussed under the
theoretical analysis. The formula is as follows:
2T Cos 9
h w -
— nd
h is the rise* T is the surface tension* n is the space
between the sheets* and d is the density of the water.
Tcosd represents the upward force per unit of length be
cause of one sheet. Mow* to obtain the total upward force*
Tcofld is simply multiplied by 3 when two like sheets* such
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aa two sheets of glass are used. The angle of contact d
ia approximately 0* between glass and water. However, the
angle ia different when aluminum aheeta are used, and the
formula la modified as ahown below for calculating the rise
between one glass sheet and one aluminum sheet.
Tcoad -t* Tcofl
^ " nd
where 0 ia the angle of contact for glass and 9^
angle of contact for alutmlnum.
Mow, If T, n, and d are held constant. It ia seen that
h varies with the change in oosQ* It Is seen further that,
since only the one variable is involved, h would vary the
same amoiint, when two aluminum sheets are used instead of
one glass and one aluralnm, as it had varied w^en one glaaa
aheet and one aluminum aheet were used instead of two glass
aheeta*
Test no» 1
The tests to determine the rise of water between glaaa
sheets were run with the spaclngs shown in Table III«
Similar tests were run with one glass aheet and one alum
inum aheet and t^iese results are also shown In Table III.
The test sheets used were 3^ x 4-1/3** in aise* The
size is not significant. Just ao the sheets are long enough
that the water column hat a flat top line. At the edges.
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th© water surface Is curved down, and measureraents must be
taken far enough between the sheets to avoid the edge
effects* The edge effects soera to be well within the
outer inch of the sheets# so 4-l/S Inches is a safe length
if the readings are taken near the center, as they were In
these tests*
Tap water at room temperature was used# Paper spacers
were used and the space between the sheets was measuz*ed by
the use of a feeler gage*
The spaced sheets were placed vertically in the con
tainer of water and the difference between the water level
in the container and the water level between the sheets
was measured with a divider* The differential was the rise
due to capillary action*
For one set of conditions, the rise is inversely pro
portional to the space between the sheets* Therefore, all
of the readings wero calculated for a spacing of 0*010 inch
80 that an average rise could be obtained* These values
are also shown in Table III*
It is seen that the rise varies to some extent* This
is to be expected since even a speck of dirt will cause a
variation. For the purposes of this study where so many
variables are present. It is believed that the readings are
fairly reliable*
These tests show that water will rise approximately
0*133 inches between aluminum sheets with a spacing of
-55-
0*010 Inch. If the temperature of the water la Increased
and the epaclng la decreased, the rlae will Incraaae.
This seema to Indicate that capillarity could be a crit
ical factor.
Teat no# 2
With the fact established that water would rlae be
tween aluminum sheetsj It was neceaaary to aee if capil
larity alone would cause leakage* A few simple testa wore
run to deterralno this.
The first teat was one in wiaich two aluminum aheeta
were uaedj with one sheet being wider than the other.
The aheeta were placed together with their bottom edges
even, and they were then placed at an angls, with the
shorter sheet underneath. In the water* Care waa taken to
see that the sheets were into the water deep enough for
capillary action to carry water to the top of the shorter
sheet. The water carae to the top of this sheet but would
not run over the sheet.
Another similar test was rxin by using corrugated
aheeta. A hole waa drilled through the top corrugations
of two sheets so that a nail could be placed through the
hole. It waa thought that water might travel down the
nail after it had been carried to the top of a corrugation
by capillarity. However, even though water was seen
around the hole, none was detected traveling down the
-53-
naiX or through the drilled holo* Alsoy wator does not
seera to travel dovm the opposite side of a corrugation#
even though It does travel up one aide to the top of the
corrugation. This seema logical since the capillary pull
would be equal on both aides of the ridge# and the force
which causes the water to rise would also pi*event it from
flowing down the opposite side*
Conolualong
1. Capillarity will cause water to rise between
aluminum sheets*
3* This capillary water will not cause leaksfre
through nail holes or laps between the sheets, without
some force to cause the water to be deposited from the
sheets*
3* A force which is stronger than the force of attrac
tion between aluainum and water oould cause the water to
leave the sheets and give leakage* This force might be a
wind# a nail whose attraction for water Is greater than
that of aluminum, or some unknown force* However, it is
doubtful if any of the nails in present use has a stronger
attraction for water than does aluminum, ^inc-ooated and
aluminum nails were used In the tests described and no
leakage was noted*
.54*
Kffeota of Roof Slope on Lap Rdqulromonts
In applying eorrtigated aluminum» or othor metal roof*
ing materlRls# if a satisfactory loak-proof roof la to be
obtained^ it beeomas necessary to lap the sheets at the
sides and ends sufficiently to prevent water from flowing
or belne blown through the laps. When the sheets are
fastened to the roof deck with nails# a problem of prevent
ing leakage through the nail holes Is presented. The slope
of a roof affects the required laps# it seeras by influenc
ing some of the factors which cause water to flow through
the laps*
Theoretical Analysis of Factors Causing Water
to Move Through Laps
A number of factors enter into the leakage problem
study on metal covered roofs, 'ilioeo factors, as Investi
gated by this writer# are the rate of jrunoff of water on
the roof# the effects of winds on the water running down
a roof# capillarity# which has been discussed previously In
this paper# the effects of rain falling on the water i^ich
is already on the roof# and the pressure differential be
tween the inside wid the outside of the roof#
-i55-
Rate of runoff
The rate of runoff of water on metal roofs is probably
a very important unknown factor which enteirs into a study
of leakage problems on sheet metal roofs. No records have
been found by this writer of work done on velocity of flow
down roof slopes. Further* it is not known how closely
the accepted formulas of hydraulics will fit the flow of
water down corrugated metal roofs. The conditions of flow
down a roof are different from the conditions where the
commonly used hydraulic forniulas are used in that the
slopes are greater on the roofs and the depths of flow are
smaller* Surface tension and film coefficients may be
large factors In the velocity obtained by water flowing
down roofs.
The commonly-used open channel formulas are based on
the condition of uniform, steady flow, and therefore do
not apply except in those reaches of the channel in which
the depth of the fluid is constant, and in which the cross*
section and material of the channel remain constant (19).
It is doubtful that these conditions would ever exist on a
roof# but it is well to consider a few of the more im
portant formulas to obtain some Idea of the magnitude of
the velocity irtilch water on a roof might attain.
The majority of the formulas consider the roughness
of the channel, the slope of the water surface, and the
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hydraulio radius of the channel. These factors, except
hydraulic radius, are all self-explanatory# *l*he hydraulic
radius la defined as the area of the crosa-aection of the
water stream in a channel divided by the vetted perlnetep
of the cross-section.
The Hasen-Wllllama formula can be used for either
open channel flow or for flow through smooth pipes. Thla
formula is as followst
V =« i.siac. s®*®*
in which V a velocity of flow, R « hydraulic radius, 3 «
the slope of the water aurfaoa, and C« « a coefficient da«
pending upon the roughness of the surface*
If tiie l-l/4--inch corrugations of the aluminum sheets
are considered to flow full,the hydraulic radius can be
flgixred from the shape of the corrugations. According to
the Alcoa Structtu^al Handbook (1), the corru(-;ation for the
nominal corrugated aluminiam sheet is 3/0 iriches deep with
a distance of 1.26 inches from ridge to ridge of the cor-
xnigations. The corrugation Is made <m a 5/3-inch radius
which Joins an Inverted corrugation at the center. This
la ahown In Fig. IS. Hhen these corrugations are flowing
full, the csTOsa-aeotional area la 0.^36 square inches and
the wetted perimeter is 1.67 Inches. The hydraulic radius
then is 0.^56 square inches divided by 1.57 Inches, which
Is 0.151 Inches.
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For a 1/4 pitch roof> the velocity of runoff# as de-
tox*niiziad by uae of tha Haaan—Williams formula# ia aa followa
vhan a valua of C aquala 140# conmonly accaptad for aciooth
pipe# ia uaad.
V a (1.3X8)(140)(0.iei°*®®)(0.50»54) = 39 ft/seo
Manning's formula for hydraulic flow la widely usod
for opon channel flow* If it la applied with the aame con-
ditiona as above# the following reaults aro obtained,
V - iii®® S'®
n
whez*e £ ia a roughneaa factor for the channel and can ba
taken aa 0*01 for smooth aurfaoea*
V- iiiSi (0.15l0«®^)(0.50'®) - 31.9 ft/seo
0*01
Both of these oaloulated values appear to be faster
than ono would expect. However# if the lower value of
31*9 ft/aec la assumed to be In order# one can determine
the rainfall rate necessary to cause the channels to flow
full. For these calculations a barn 40 feat wlda with
half of the rain flowing down either aide will ba aaaumeda
The volume of water flowing down one channel la
31«9 ft/aao X 1^ Inchea/ft x 0*956 aquara inches »
90*5 cubic inches/sec* Thia would give a rainfall rafca of
about 1000 Inches per hour# which obviously ia never
likely to occur, Rven if these hydraulic formulas do not
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give correct values for flows from roofs. It can be seen
that much slower velocities could occur eaid still not cause
the ohannela to flow full*
Pressure on roof because of falllnK rain
Again, little or no work has been done on this phase
of the work, but the energy of fallin^^ rain drops and a
study of their slses and velocities have been subjects of
Investigations for years. Most of this work has been done
on soil erosion and infiltration studios, but In the ab
sence of more direct Informetion, the principles Involved
can be applied hex*e«
The kinetic energy of a falling raindrop is propor
tional to the product of Its mass and the square of its
velocity. Ellison (10) says that each falling raindrop
that strikes the ground acts as a miniature bomb and
splashes soil at its point of impact* Violent rainstoms
have great capacity to splash the soil and to damage the
land by this blasting action.
Klchols and ^^ray (21), commenting on ralndi»op energy,
stated, '^Krosion la initiated by the great foz*ce of rain
drops as they strike the stirfaoe soil* The total foroa
expended by heavy rain is treznendou«» J* Otla* Laws
(according to unfiniahed data) calculates that the velocity
of falling rain is 20 mph* Two Inches of rain an acre
then would have 194,900,000 foot-poundals, or 6,000,000
•»69->
rt«lb» or kinetic enez^.** They add that this la anough
energy to raiae a aevan-lneh layer of soil three feet.
Quoting further* "Fortunately this teirrlflc energy la
dlaperaed both from point of time and 8paee> but It la atill
important.**
Tho energy of rainfall could be expected to be as
groat on a roof as haa boon desorlbed above for rain fall
ing on the soil* The energy la probably dispersed In
several waya. Some of the energy la probably used In
speeding up the velocity of runoff^ some In cauaing a alight
vibration of the roof# and some in forcing water between
the lapa of the a heats*
If the rain la assumed to fall vertically aa It would
with no wind# it will exert a force on the roof which can
be represented by a force vector A, as shown in P'ig. 16.
A portion of this force, which la not dispersed otherwise#
can be broken into components B and C# these forces being
perpendicular and parallel# respectively# to the roof aur*
face* Poz*oa C# along the roof aiu^faoe# probably ia uaad
in Increasing tha velocity of runoff,
Porea B# the component perpendicular to the roof alope#
ezerta a prasaure on all of the outside roof surface.
However# this pressure is not# in all probability# exerted
at# say for instance# point a, Thla pressure differential#
while it probably is not very great, could be a factor In
the total pressure which forces water over the c(»*rugation
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or to the top of a corrugation where an unsealed nail hole
presents a point of leakage*
freaaure differential between inside and outside
of the roof
The difference between the Inside and outside pressures
can add or subtract from the probability of lap leakage*
If the pressure on the outside la greater than on the In-
aide« the tendency would be for water to flow through the
laps to the lower pressure. If the pressures were reversed,
with the high pressure Inside the bam# the tendency would
be to prevent the water from flowing into the laps*
A large niimber of factors govern the relationship be
tween these pressures* Sme of the factors are the slope
of the roof, whether the building is opened or closed, and
the direction of the wind, in that a negative pressure la
exerted on the leeward side and either a negative or posi
tive pressure is exerted on the positive side depending
on the slope of the i^of*
Wind pressures on roofs
One of the more Important factors In causing end or
side lap leakage, in the writer's opinion, is the effect
of wind pressure on the water on the roof* Certainly, a
herd blowing wind can blow falling raindrops through a
poor fitting lap* However, a good fitting lap should
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prorent most of the leakage by rain blowing directly
through the lap. It la believed that the big factor here
is in the pressure of the wind causing a ponding to give
a water head sufficient to materially aid in leakage and
in exerting a normal pressure which acts as the falling
rain pressure described previously in this report#
The 3 cience of wind pressure Is still in the formu-
lative stage (1^)* Hecent experiments In wind tunnels and
other observations made over a long period of tliae indicate
certain relationships that exist between wind velocity and
wind pressure* When the direction of wind la perpendicular
to a surface the relationship between wind pressure and wind
velocity may be given by the equation
p - oV®g
The value of £ has been experlraentally determined to
vary between the limits of O.OO'^S and 0.004; it Is gen
erally asstimed to be 0.0053 (12). Vg is the wind gtist
velocity in miles per hour. Bsrre and Sammet (5) give the
reccaraiended value of c as 0.00356» irialch Is derived from
the relationship between potential and kinetic energy.
For design purposes, this pressure is converted to a
pressure normal to the roof surface. This can be accomp
lished by any of several ways, two of which follow.
Dale (7) used the Duchemin Formula, cornmonly used by
structural engineers, to evaluate the wind pressures nonaaX
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to a roof surface. Duchemln's I'ormula la a a follows x
2 sin 92
Pn s p
1 -f sin e
where Pn is the pressure normal to a sloping surface^ £
la the pressure normal to a vertical surface# and 0 is
the angle the roof makes with the horizontal* Using this
formula, Dale computed the following values!
Pn (30 K.p.h. and SO* slope) « O.l^e" of water
Pn (30 m.p.h. and 30* slope) a 0,329'* of water
Pn (40 m.p.h. and 30* slope) =« 0.683" of water
Pn (60 m.p.h. and 30* slope) = 1,313" of water
Dale concludes that these pressui^a might dam up water
sxifflclently deep to cause end lap leakage and could pos
sibly cauae side lap leakage*
Baz*re and Saounet (3) recommend that force coefficients
be xised with the fornmla p « 0«00356V^ to obtain the values
of preaaurea normal to sloping: surfaces. The following
table gives the rec<Mnmended coefficients for shed-roof
structures, or for gable roofs with very flat slopes.
An examination of this table ahowa that all normal
pressures on the leeward side of a roof are negative, that
the pressures on the windward side are positive for slopes
greater than 30*# are negative for slopes less than 30*,
and are 0 when the slope is 30**
Table IV
Force Goefficlentfl for Sloping Surfaces
Force coefficient*
Slope Windward slope Leeward slope
20* or less -0.60 -0.46
Between and 30* 0.06A-1.8 -0»46
Between 30* and 60* 0.015A-0.45 *0.46
Between 60* and 90* 0.45 -0.46
1rrOSl.&J.ve vaJLUeo xuuxunuo xtiiteii-u »•
outward load. A is the slope of the roof in degrees.
Table IV la reproduced from page 447 of reference (3)»
Barre and Sancnet (3)# in addition to the above oo-
efficients* give more* as shown in Table V« These values
are to be used for roofs other than shed roofs or flat
gambrel roofs.
This table indicates that positive pressures exist
only on the lower roof and the vertical walla. Those values
ware obtained by wind tunnel testa on model buildings at
Kansas State College. For details of these tests« the
reader should consult reference (11).
For a 30* roof slopei the wind pressure on the lower
roof with a 60 m.p.h# wind would be as follows:
P « 0,00256 C Wg2
P • (0,00256)(0.3)(60®) - 27.6 p.s.f, « S.S* of water.
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Table V
Force Coefficients for Design Wind Load for Garabrol#
Gothic« and Gable-Roof Farm Building®
Surface
Oarabrel roof
Wind
ward
Lee
ward
Gothic roof
fifind-
waz*d
Lee-
ward
Gable roof
Wind-
waz*d
Lee
ward
Wall 0,8 -0.3 0.8 -o.s O.S -0.4
liOwer
o
0
u
0.7 -0.4 0.6 -0.6 0.3 -0.5
Upper
o
o
-0.7 -0.7 -0.8 -0.8 -0.5 —0.5
End -0.8 -0.6 o.a -0.6 0.8 -0.6
''lower*' roof. However, at a point about half-way between
eave and ridge, the presaure on gothic and gable roofs
changes from positive to negative. The area of positive
pressure Is considered the lower" roof; the area of
negative pressure Is considered the ''upper'* roof# Table V
is reproduced from page 449 of reference (3)*
This value is considerably higher than that obtained using
the Duohemin formula for similar conditions.
Experimentors J» 0. Inningcr and Chr« Kokkentved have
indicated that all the pressures on a roof are negative
when the slope of the roof is less than 45*, (1?* page 153)
It is seen that considerable differences arise when
various methods of calculating these pressures are used*
This, however, is to be expected since wind studies are
still in their infancy* Although these differences do
exist in the methods of calculating wind pressures^ th«y
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all give positive pressurea on the lower roof of the wind
ward aide of a bam» This portion of the roof ia the
critical part aa far aa leakage la concerned* It ia at
this location that both atrong positive preasurea and water
concentration on the roof can be found*
The presaurea calculated by Dale uaing the Duchemin
formula and by this writer using the method given by Barre
and Saramet (3) are believed to be Instrumental In forcing
water through the laps when the preaaurea are positive#
This ifl done by Increaaing the presaure differential be
tween the inaide and outaide of the roof. However^ negative
preaaurea on the roof ax^ likely to deoreaae the leakage
problem aa far aa the pressure differential la concerned.
Again^ on alopea of low value which give negative prea
aurea# the rate of runoff is alower« cauaing a greater
depth of flow*
In a study of thia nature. It rauat be kept in mind
that the above methoda are for structural design and that
the component of t?xo wind parallel to the roof surface has
been neglected* However# this coa^onent probably ia very
Important In that It Is likely to be the one nAilch causes
ponding of water on the roof*
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Laboratory Study of tha Kffocts of Roof Slop*
on lii^ Haqulramenta
To make a laboratory study to detexwlne the effects
of roof slope on lap requirements# an apparatus waa needed
aa follovai
1» A roof section on which the slope could be
changed easily and on which the distance
the water traveled between the laps could
be detected*
2m A method of applying a eonatant rate of
water to the section for all roof slopes*
S* A means of applying a wind of sufficient
intensity to simulate actual wind conditions
in Iowa*
Apparatus
Variable-p1tch roof aection. The variable-pitch roof
section used for the preliminajry teats« shown in Pig* 14«
was used for these tests* As mentioned previously^ the
slope of the roof oould be varied between horisontal and
vertical* The logs of the frame were out off as shown in
Pig* *34 in order to pet the roof section aa low aa poaalble*
This waa done for convenience in testing and has no special
significance otherwise* As shown in Fig* 24$ the roof
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frame la fastaned at either lower comer by a l/2-lnch bolt.
The pitch of roof desired can be obtained by removing the
bolta in the vertical 9*'x4*' memborB near the rear of the
apparatus^ raising or lowering the section to the proper
pitch# and replacing the bolts.
The aheataing to which the 0.019" thick corruf^ated
aliiminum sheets were nailed was 9''x4" fir boards spaced 13
inches on center. This is a good roof deckj and although
such a deck Is recommended for 0.019** aliiminum# it la seldom
found on our farm buildings. The nailing pattern# lapa»
waahera# ete.j will be discussed \inder test procedure.
Water applicator. The manner in which rain falls on
a roof, especially under storm conditions. Is very un
predictable. Trying to simulate actual rain conditions
would bo beyond the scope of this study. The variable in
t ils study was the roof slope; therefore# the means of
applying water to the roof section was an apparatus iriiereby
the amount of water could be varied to any reasonable
amount# but could be held constttit for teats on all of the
various slopes of roofa.
A water trough# as shown in Pig. ^2# was constructed
for applying th© water. Nineteen 1/9" pipes were fastened
in the galvanized steel water trough with l.i?6" on center
spacinns.
Water from these pipes gave a coverage on the roof
alightly more than 9.7 inches wide. This was aufficlent
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for testing one a Ida lap*
The amoimt of water applied was controlled by the use
of a sliding valvej made of galvanized steel sheets and a
butterfly valve with a float control for maintaining a
constant hoad of water in the water trough* The sliding
valve, a a 8ho¥m In Pig* ^53# could bo raised or lowered to
control the flow out of the pipes by adjusting the nuta on
the 3/8'' rods attached to the sliding metal sheet* The
float control for maintaining a constant head of water la
shown in Pig# This valve was located in a 8-1/2" pipe
which was brazed to a 5&-gallon barrelj which# in tum«
served as a water reservoir* Fig. 34 shows the water
applicator as It was set up for these teats.
Wind source, A SC** fan# as shown in l''lg. 95, was used
for blowing wind over the test section. The performance
curves for this fan, as Illustrated In Fig, 27b,show that
it will produce approximately 30,000 cubic feet of air per
minute at zero static head. To determine the maximum vo«
locity of wind that could be obtained with the fan blowing
into open space# a pltot tube was used with readings taken
3 feet in front of the fan* The reading,a were averaged
and a velocity of approximately 35 miles per hour was
calculated. Theoretically, the velocity at the fan outlet
should be 48 miles per hour when the fan Is delivering
30,000 c,f.m« The value of 48 m,p,h» was obtained by
dividing the volume of air output by the area of the fara.
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imi
Pig, 24» Water reservoir with 2-;
water applicator
r« |<W
* 1 I trv
2 pipe to
Fig* 25» The fan used as source of wind
Fig, 26a.
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As could b8 expected, at a point several feet in front of
the fan, the velocity was less than 48 ni*p«h» because of
the fanning out of the air atreara, giving a larger croas-
aection of air for the aarae volume*
The velocity of 35 m«p«h» was not conaidered high
enough for these teats; therefor©j an air duct waa designed
and built as shown in Pig, 26a. The cross-sectional area
was reduced from a 36"* circle at the fan connection to a
15"x28^ rectangle* This reduction waa made over an 8 foot
distance so that excessive static pressures would not be
introduced Into the system* Fvom the performance eurvea
of Pig* 27b*lt can be seen that the output of the fan de
creases rapidly with an increase in static preaaure* Thei^
waa the possibility, then, that decreasing the crosa-
sectional area by using a tapering air duct might actually
decrease the velocity rather than increase It* This would
be true If the static pressure wer« high enough to reduce
the output of the fan to a point w>iero the volume of out
put divided by the final cross-seotlonal area was a smaller
value than the original volume divided by the original air
stream cross section* However, the gradual taper used did
increase the velocity to about 50 m*p*h* as ahown under
test p^oced^lre» A straight section of duct 4 feet long
was used, in addition to the tapered oectlon, for the
purpose of reducing air turbulence*
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Pig, 26b. Apparatus set up for running
lap requirement tests
Pig. 27a. Water on roof section when no
wind is blowing
Fig* 28a« Pltot tube and manometer used
for meaaurixig wind velocities
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Fig. 27b.Performance curves for fan used as wind source.
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Fig.28b»Wind velocity readings.
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Pltot tube and mftnometer> Sevema and PellowB (24)
reo<»nmend that a pltot tube be used for raeaeuplng high
velocities of air flow where laminar flow exists. Although
a straight section of air duct was used« as explained pre-
viouslyj to straighten out the air flowj complete laminar
flow was not obtained. When efforts were made to measure
the flow of air from the duct, the gauge fluid, which was
water, was ver/ unsteady in the manometer tube* This indi
cated that turbulent flow probably existed, and that some
of the moving air was regiaterlng in the static holes of
the pltot tube* To alleviate this trouble, a l/s" pipe was
ground to a fine edge, as shown in Pig. 28a,and placed over
the pltot tube# It was expected that this pipe would pre
vent direct air flow Into the static pressure holes on the
side of the pltot tube, but would not interfere with its
effectiveness In measuring static flow. After the change
was made, the readings could be taken with the fluid in
the manometer tube reaching a steady state. This steady
state of the fluid indioated that turbulent flow was not
entering the static pressure holes*
Test proe»dure
Condition of roof. One and twenty-six-hundreths-lnch
corrugated aluminum sheets 0.019 Inch thick were applied
to the roof deck with laps as shown in Fig. 29. Steel ring
shank nails with neoprene washers were used to fasten the
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sheets to the roof deck* These nails have head diameters
0,379" In diameter* have shanks O.ISS" In diameter, and
have 19 rings por inch. For a nore complete description of
the nalX the reader is referred to Boyd (4), nail number
or to Kunze (15), nail number 3. The nailing pattern
consisted of nails in the top of every fifth corru^ration
across the sheet and at each nailing girt, which wez*e spaced
12 inches on center, up and down the sheet*
When the sheets were first nailed on, wedge-shaped
neoprene oontposltlon washers were used for sealing the nail
holes. These washers were two or three years old and had
become quite hard* When the nails were driven down tightly
to give a good seal, the soft 0*019** thick aluminum sheets
collapsed and leakage at these points was excessive*
Another roof covering was put on with flat neoprene washers
being used* The flat washers were much more pliable than
were the wedge-shaped washers; therefore. It was possible
tc drive the nails down fairly well before bending of the
metal took place*
Rate of water appllcatlrai* According to David L.
Tamell (36), the maximum rainfall to be expected for a
five-minute period once in 50 years In Iowa Is 9 Inches
per hour* It was decided that this maxlmioa amount would be
used for running the end and side lap tests* For a bam
60 feet wide where half of the water drains one direction
and half the other, a 9-inch-per-hour rainfall would causa
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approxiaatoly 0*^95 gallons per minute to flow down one
corrugation. This gava 5.6 gallons per mlnuta flowing
fr<»tt 19 pipes in tho water applicator* The float valve
was set so that a 6-inch head of water waa maintained in
the water trough for all tests. The sliding valve« as
shonn In Pig* waa then adjusted^ by means of trial and
errort so that the required flow was obtained. The same
flow, as shown above, was used for running the testa at all
slopes*
Wind velocity* The maximum wind velocity which could
be obtained from the wind source previously described waa
desirable for running the side and end lap leakage tests*
Wind velocities of more than 100 ra*p*h* have been recorded
in Iowa* However, the equipment available for these tests
waa not sufficient for producing such high velocities.
The maximum velocity which could be obtained, and which
waa used for all of those tests, was approximately 50 m»p*h*
The measurements of the wind velocity were made
approximately 3 feet in front of the wind tunnel, and
across the wind section as shown in Pig* 98b, The pitot
tuba and mancmeter described previotisly were used for
measuring the velocities* According to Sevems and
Fellows (34), an equation for converting velocity pressusrea
to feet per second Is as follows!
Q 9g dw hv
V® as ——
12 da
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Fig. 29* Observation holes in underlapped sheet for determining
extent of water travel through laps.
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Fig.30« Points of end lap leakoge with SOmi./hr. wind.
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where v * velocity, fpa
g a acceleration due to (gravity# 32,15 ft
per sec per sec
dw 3 weight of one cubic foot of water
hv » velocity preaaui^j In, of water
da » density of flowing air# lb per cu ft
Since the readings were taken in centimeters and • was
desired In miles per hour, the formula was modified as
follows t
#
0*0305 g dw hv
da
where all values are the same as above« except
V ^ velocity, m*p«h«
hv a velocity pressure In centimeters of water
The average velocity of flow in a duct represents the
mean of all the velocities at various places In the sec
tion of the duct. The square root of the velocity pressure
is involved in the calculation of velocity. Therefore, in
arriving at the average velocity of flow the average square
root of the velocity pressures must be used. The following
calculations show the average velocity pressures used for
the tests. The readings ar© shown in Pig. t38b.
VsTB" + 3V^ ♦ 3V376 sVlTe 4.^^
Vhva' at ••
16
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Vh^ « 1.754
hva a 3*07 cm* of water
Using the equation above* the velocity Is
y8 ^ 0.0305 (3g>16)(6?,4)(3,07) ^
V a 50.3 m.p.h.
This wind velocity of appz*oxlmately 50 m.p.h. was used
for the testa with the various slopes shown In Fig. 30.
Method used to detect distance water traveled through
laps. Three-thlrty-seconds-lnch holes were drilled In the
underlapped sheet as shown In Fig. 29. The size of tha
holes has no significance other than the fact that the holes
needed to be large enough so that leakage would be excea**
alve enough to give a positive leak when water came to the
hole. With a vex^ small holsj surface tension of the water
and capillary attraction between aluminum and water could
prevent the water from dripping.
In measuring the side lap where leakage would occur
for the conditions set up for those tests» it was only pos
sible to measure in increments of one corrugation, since
any water which went over the top of a corrugation would
flow on down into the valley of the corrugation by gravity
flow. Thei^forCf the side lap was constructed with holea
at l/S-cormigation overlap and at 1-1/^3-corrugatIons over
lap, as shown in Fig. ?9. The maximum side lap was
corrugations, where leakage, if It occurred, could be
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detected at the edge of the under-lapped sheet.
To detect how far water traveled through the end lapsj
one S/S*?" hole was drilled in the under-ls^iped sheet one
Inch from the lower end of the lap. Thereafter, holes were
drilled every half-inch for 7 inches. When leakage occurred
at a hole« a piece of scotch tape was stuck over the hole
arid observations were made to see if water traveled to the
next hole. This procedure was repeated until the maximua
point of leakage was established.
The test process, For each of 13 roof slopes# as shown
In Fig, 30, tests were run with all variables except roof
slope held constant. The procedure was the same for each
slope. The water was turned on the roof section at a rate
of 5,6 gallons per minute as eaqplained under "Rate of
water application'*, and the wind of 50 m,p,h, was started*
Each teat waa run for 10 minutes and the maximum points of
leakage for both side and end laps were recorded. The root
slope was changed after a test was completed and the pro*
cess was then repeated for each succecislve slope,
Rtaults of experimental testa
With roof slopes of 3, 5# and 6 inches per foot of
run leakage occurred at the points of 1-1/2 corrugations
overlap. At a slope of 7 inches per foot of run* and for
slopes of 9, 10, 11, and 12 inches per foot of run*
leakage occurred only at points of l/t^-corrugation overlap.
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At 14 Inches par foot, and ftt 16 and 18 Inches per foot of
run# leakage agalii occurred at l-l/s corrugationa.
Points of end lap leakage are shown tn Plg« 30 for all
of the slopes tested. A regression line was calculated and
drawn for those points of leakage as shown In Pig. 30.
Discussion and analysis of results
fflth the wind and rain conditions assumed and used
for theae tests. It Is seen that It is never feasible to
use less than l-l/S corrugations of side lap when 1.^6"
corrugated aluminum la being used. With slopes of 6 Inches
per foot or less, leakage occurred with 1-1/2 corrugations,
but did not occur with ?>-l/^3 corrugations. For slopes of
6 inches to 1^ inches per foot of run, 1-1/^ corrugations
prevented side lap leakago. When slopes of greater than
15 Inches per foot of run were tested, leakage occurred
at 1-1/9 connigations of side lap.
As shown In Fig. 51, ponding of the water was quite
excessive with a slope of 3 Inches per foot of run. With
flat slopes, the component of the wind parallel to the roof
is fairly large and the component perpendicular la small.
The ponding of water on the roof, combined with low rates
of runoff, tends to give a head of water which causes aide
lap leakage. Aa medium roof slopes are reached, the pond
ing becomes less, aa shown by Plf^. 32, and the rate of
runoff has increased to a point where the forces causing
-SOb-
Fig* 31» Action of water on roof with slope
of 3 inches per foot
Pig, 32. Action of water on roof with
slope of 8 inches per foot
% m
Pig* 33, Action of water on roof with
slope of 14 inches per foot
11
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aidtt lap leakage have decreased and leaa lap Is required*
Vhen vez7 steep slopest such as 14 Inchaa per foot* are
approached^ the direct pressures^ or positive paressures^
on the roof cause water to flow through the laps toward
polnta of lower pressure.
As shown by the regression line of Fig. 30> the re
quired end lap decreases with an Increase In roof slope*
With flat slopesj the wind blow directly Into the lap.
As the slope was Increased the rate of minoff increased
and the component of wind blowing directly into the li^
decreased* The points from which the regression line was
calculated are all» except point 6^ fairly reasonable in
giving a decreasing trend In the end lap requirements as
the slope increases. No explanation Is offered as to why
a point at 6 Inches per foot of run Is higher than for any
other slope. This irregularity wily goes to further point
out the uncertainties Involved In wind studies on roofa*
This is especially true where turbulent flow exlatsj as it
did for these tests^ and probably does under actual atomi
eondltlona*
As mentioned prevloualy« the critloal leakage point
on a roof is near tho bottom of the roof where tho anount
of water la a maximum and positive pressures exist on tho
roof, For these testa a wind velocity of 50 m*p*h. was
used. As given by the equation p a 0,00356 c Vg®, the
pressure on a roof Is a function of the square of the wind
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veloclty* which indicatoa that leakage probabilities might
be as high as four times as great for 100 m«p*h« winds as
for the 50 m*p.h« winds. If tiila Is true, both side and
end laps would have to be increased materially to prevent
leakage for such severe oonditionst The question to be
answered Is one of deciding the severity of wind and rain
conditions idiioh can be feasibly and economloally designed
against* At any rate, if no factors other than the pre*
vention of leakage goverrt the design of the 3?oof, it is
advisable to keep the slope between 6 inches and 12 Inches
per foot of run,
Obaearvations made during; research
Leakage throujgh nail holes of under-lapped sheeta.
Although positive measurements were not made of this ape*
cific point, it appears that the hole of the xinder^lapped
sheet is a point of possible leakage, especially where
nail creep has pemltted the Joint to become loose* The
writer was not able to ftet a perfect seal of the nail hole
for any of the tests* However, as explained under "pre
liminary tests**, leakage did occur at the nail hole of the
lander-lapped sheet*
Sealing of nail hole* iHHien wedge«ahaped washers wez*e
used, the corrugations bent before the washer was oompreased
sufficiently to seal the nail hole* The problem was allevi
ated by the use of flat washers, but perfect seals were
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never obtained. If a leak-proof seal is to be raada with
0,019 Inch thick aluralnvim, it will be necessary to either
use a very soft washer or to make the metal harder so that
the washer can be compressed sufficiently to close the
nail hole* In driving the nails into the tops of the cor
rugations « the metal bent in slightly« giving a funnel
shape aroimd the holej which added to the difflcullgr of
obtaining a sealed nail hole.
Rise of water between laps» When the end and side lap
tests were run, water was observed around holes at higher
levels than where actual leakage occurred. One factor which
could have caused the water to go between the sheets and
not cause leakage is capillarity. This is In line with the
conclusions reached in this study that capillary water
alone will not cause leakage.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are based upon the oondi<-
tlons of a 50 m,p,h, wind and water flowing from each cor-*
mjgatlon at a rate of 0,^^95 gallons per minute. Corrugated
altiminura sheets 0,019 Inches thick, with corrugations 1,36
inches wide and 3/B Inches deep» were used,
1, The end lap required to prevent leakage increases
at a rate of 0,175 Inches for each inch per foot of run de«
crease in roof slope. This relationship is given by the
formula y » <»0,X7Sx 'i* 4,58« i^ere y is the maximum end lap
«S4«
at which leakage occurred and x la tha roof slope in Inches
per foot of run. (The curve is given on page 76 and a dis
cussion is presented on pages 79 and 80*)
On a roof with a slope of leas than 6 inches per
foot of vun$ pondingf due to both wind action and slow rates
of runoff* of water on the roof gives a hydraulic head which
is sufficient to cause water to flow through side laps of
X^X/2 oorznigatlons* On a roof with a slope of more than 13
inches per foot of run, direct positive wind pressures
cause water to flow through side laps of l-l/S corrugations.
The least severe combination of wind pressuirea and rates of
runoff occurs on slopes of from 6 inches per foot to 19
inches per foot of run» where side lap leakage is prevented
by l-l/S corrugations of overlap.
3. The probability of leakage on a roof is greater
near the bottom of the roof where both positive wind pres-
aures and large volumes of water are present.
4. When aluminum sheets only 0.019 inch thick are
nailed to a roof deck, a very soft pliable washer is neces
sary if the nail hole is to be sealed. A hard washer
cauaes the thin sheets to bend before a seal la obtained.
5. The nail holes in under-lapped sheets present
points of leakage when water travels between the laps.
These points of leakage are not as critical when the l^ped
sheets are held tightly together as when nail creep takes
place and the lapped joints become looae.
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RECOMMENDATIOWS FOR FURTHER STUEBf
1« Teats using corrugation sizes other than l.SC'*
should be rxm In the manner that the tests of this study
were performed*
2m Leakage problems involving the use of V-criiq?
sheets and embossed sheets ahould be investigated.
The problem of leakage through nail holes in the
under-lapped sheets should be inveatl^^ated further#
4* The hardness of aluminiam material needed to give
a good nail hole seal with the present neoprene washerst
or the oharacterlstics required in washers to give good
seals with the present aluminum roofing* or the needed
combination of the two, shotild be given sane study*
5m A study to determine the effects of coxnrugation
shape on lap requirements could possibly aid in solving
the leskage problem on metal roofs*
•Q6*
SUMMARY
Proper application of a z*oofing material Is noeeeaary
If the roof la to satlafaotorlly serve Its purpose# ifhloh
la to keep out the weather elementa for a reasonnble number
of years. Proper application of corimgated alumlnuni roof
ing, therefore* Involvea the sealing of nail holes and the
using of proper side and end laps to prevent leakage on
the roof.
Inapeotlona of farm buildings In lova show that no
correlation exists between the applied side lap and roof
slope or between the applied end lap and roof slope. A
number of buildings which were covered with sheet metal
were found to leak when rains occur* ^proper application
was believed to be one reason for the dissatisfaction ex
perienced by the owners of these leaky roofs.
?eats were conducted to determine whetlier or not
capillarity would cause water to rise between the lapped
sheets * and If bo, to determine whether or not the capillary
water would cause leaks. Although capillary water rises
a SBsall distance between the sheets« it was found that it
does not drop from the aheets and cause leakai^e.
Tests show that the side and end laps required to
prevent leakage vary with the roof slope. A wind of
approximately 50 m.p.h. was blown over a roof section while
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water was being applied to the aectlon at a rate auoh that
water flowed from each corrugation at a rate of 0«295
gallcma per minute.
When 1.36 inch corrugated alumlniim roofing la used*
the required end lap variea with roof alopea according
to the formula y - -0.175x ♦ 4.5a» where y la the end lap
and X ia the roof alope.
The mlnimua side lap required to prevent leakage
occura on roofa with alopea between 6 inches and 12 inchea
per foot of run* The least severe combination of wind
proasurea and rates of runoff occura on roofa with theae
alopea*
To obtain a leak-proof aeal of the nail hole when
0*019 inchea thick aluminum ia uaed^ it la necesaax^ to
uae a very aoft washer* A hard waaher eauaea the corruga
tion to buckle before the washer compreaaea enough to aeal
the hole*
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APPENDIX
This Information la a compilation of the data obtained
during the field survey through northwestern Iowa. Porms
Ko» 11 were used for recording the Information gathered as
the buildings were inspected* The nuTubers refer to char
acteristics shown on Form 11» For example, read down to
item K and over to number 9 under Pam Ko» 1, On Form 11,
K*1 shows that the material to which the sheet metal was
fastened was 3/4*^ thick* The same procedure should be
followed for obtaining the results of any roof examined*
The following abbreviations are usedi
la C* - Com
Per* * Permanent
3* G* ?• - General Purpose
4* Gran* - C-ranary
5* Impl* • Implement
6* Stor* - Storage
7* Bldg* - Building
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Porm Used for Recording Plold Observations of Sheet Metal
SHBSr MBTU
Form tJo. 11 To Accompany Fom No, Building Ho. Photo No,.
Report by Survey Date, Month Year No.
DESCRIPTION
A, AppHcatiom (O) Interior wall surface (1) Interior ceiling surface
(2) Exterior wall surface (3) Roofing
B, Iteteriali (O) Plain sheet steel (l) Galvanized steel (2) Tinned steel
(3) Painted steel (4) Teme steel (5) Aluminim (6) Copper (7) Other B_
C, Type of sheet; (O) Plain <l) Corruga+ed (2) Vee Crimp (3) Other.
»o_
D. Width, inches: (0) 18" (l) 2i" (2) 26" (3) 30" (a) 36" (5) Otiier__ D.
E. Ungth, feet: (O) U (1) 6 (2) 8 (3) 10 (4) 12 (5) Other E.
P. Gaugw (0) 20 (1) 22 (2) (3) 26 U) 28 (5) Other F.
INSTAUATION
G, Joint t^^e: (0) lapped and nailed (1) Flat seam (2) Raised seam
(3) Corrugation lap (ii) V-^e lap (5) Soldered (6) Other G.
Slope of surface, inches per footi (O) 0" (l) 2" (2) 3" (3) W ii) 5*' (5) 6"
(6) "9" (7) 12" (8) Vertical (9) Other K
1. Width of lap, inches: (O) 1" (1) 1-^" TITg" 2ir« It) r' A" I.
J« Fastened to: (0) Wood sheathing, *spaced (1) Wood'sheathing, solid
(2) Old siding or shingles (3) S^^ude, ^oist,*girt8» 16" o.c, (4) Studs^
ioist, girfii, 24" o.c, (5) Studs, Joist, girts, 30* o,c« (6) Furring strips
12" o.c. (7) Furring strips, 16" o.c, (o) FuiTing atrips, 24" o.c. (9)
Other J.
K, Thickness of material fastened to, inches: (0) 1/2" (1) 3A" (2) 1"
(3) li" U) 2'' or more K
L. Type of material fastened to: (0) Yellow Pine (1) White Pine ^2) Hemlock
(3) Poplar (it) Fir (5) Spi-uce (6) Oak (7) Beoch (8) Maple (9)0ther,
M, Condition of material fastened to: (O)'Sound (l) l/arpod (2) Checked and
split (3) Decayed (4) Unable to inspect (5) Other
B, Building paper beneath: (0)'jfe8 (l) No (.1) Unable to inapeet N.
0. Aeoeesoriesi (O) Starting atrip (l) Comer strip (2) Trim strip C3) Flash-
lug*(4) " 0_^
P, Fastenero: (0) Piais nail tl).0«iil*nt ooated nail (2) Galvanized plain nail
{3) Copper nail, (4)_Lead coated nail (5) Finish wire nail (6) Finish
. eluB&noL nail, (7) Galsanized, roofing nail (8) Aluminum roofing nail
(9) Other P.
Q« Washer: (O) Hone (1) Lead (2) Leatlier (3) Neoprene (4) Rubber (5) Fiber
(6) Metal (7) Other Q.
R, Size of Fastener: (0) Id (1) 2d (2) 3d (3) Ad (4) 5d (5) 6d (6) 8d
(7) Other R.
S, Fastener, spacing at edge, inches: (o) 6" (1) 8" (2) 12" (3) 16" (4) 20"
(5) 2A« (6) 30" S.
T, Fasteners, conter spacing, averai^e surface per aq. inch per fastener:
(0) 100" (1) 200" (2) 400" (3) 600" iu) 800" (5) 1,000" (6) Othor T,
U, Fasteners, distance fron edge of material: (0) 1/A" (1) 1/2" (2) 3//*''
(3) 1" (4) 1^ (5) 2" (6) Over tvo U
V, Fastener penetration: (0) Penetrates si:eathing (1) Does not penetrate
sheathing (2) Unable to inspect V_
W, Surface finish: (0) None (l) Aluminum paint (2) Zinc paint (3) Lead
base paint (4) Other (5) Unable to classify W.,
X, Average years between painting: (O) 3 (1) 6 (2) 9 (3) 12 (4) 15 (5) 18
(6) Over 20 years X_
1. Age in years Y,
Z, Dasis for entry in item "Y": (0) .''ccupant. knows (1) Occupant's estimate
(2) Enumerator's estimate
-95-
Porm Used for Recording Field Observations of Sh«et Metal
Sheet 2*
-2-
AA, Eatioated service liTe remaining with normal maintenance, years: AA
BB. Present condinons (O) Vary .^ood (l) Good (2) Fair (3) Poor (4) Very
Poor ^ sa.
FAILURE AND CAUSE
CC. Hone —
DD, Sheet dislntejrati-fj: (0) Corrosion at contact wit Tcstener
(1) Corrosion at contact vritii rosin in shs^thijiK (2) Corrosion with
nasonrj'- (3) Corrosion in contact uith manure (/J Ilomal wec.tl»ring
(5) Condensa+^-on (o) Otiier
3"3, Edges torn or broken; (O) Pastonsrs t-oo near edge (l) Fasteners too
larje dianet.or (2) Sheot da.uaged in driving fastener (3) Lnsy^ficient
fasteners U) Distortion of frame (5) Letaral pressure (S) 'Jind dc.iage
(7) Mo comer protection (3) 0*her
FF, Surface danage: (0) './eathering (l) Abrasion by livestock Abrasion
by siachinery (3) Ilubbed by sliding door (4) Onawed by rod?nts (5) Con- ^
tact v/it^ manure (S) Lack of paint (7) Other FF.
GG, Sl eet bro*;en or punctured: (0) Inpact fro •. iiaciiinery (1) L/.vestock
(2) O+her QG-
HH, Shset buc'cled or ';arped: (0) Distortion of Trariie (".) InsuTficient fast-
onincs (2) Sh.eet too thin (3) Abnorrial lateral pressure (4) Insuffici
ent baclcing (5) Other
II, Failure oC fastenings: (0) Fas^onings rusted or corroded fl) Hails not
held by base (2) Spacing +oo wide (3) Head too siiall (4-) Fasteners
daiaged in in8t.illation (5) Fa-iteners too short (6) Other II,
JJ. Holes alongatec' at fasteners: (0) Yes (1) IIo JJ.
Wiro
K". Time since previous wind danage, yrs,: (0) 1 (l) 2 (2) 3 (3) U (4) 5
(5) 5-10 ("5) 10-15 (7) Over 20 vera. iCK.
LL. Percent of roof damage: (O) 5 (1) 10 ^2) 15 (3) 20 (Z5 30 (5) AO
(S) 50 (7) 75 {1) 100, LL,
Location of 'fvanagQ: (0) Sca+^ored spots <"1) At rid^e (2) At eaves
(3) C nter (/J Uear ends (5) Genei^
NH, Previous insurance clains: (O) Mone (1) During :?ir3+ yrjcr (2) Second
year (3) Tl^ird year (A) 3 to 5 years (5) 5 to 10 yeiirs (S) 10 to 15
years (7) 15 to 20 years (8) 20 to 25 yer.rs (9) Over 2^ -/ears Nil.
MA'"aiIAL PRETfnfieD F0?v an-nooFifiG
00, ila+erial: (O) Aspimlt Ainfjles (l) Cenent-asbestoa sliingles (2) Wood
g .in ;l3s (3) Asp alt roll roofing (4) 3u51+,-up i'oofin? (5) Galvanised
sheet steel (S) Aluninun (7) "^ile ('*) O'^ 'her 00^
PP. O+her
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